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Abstract
We model a defaultable asset as solution to a stochastic differential equation driven by both a
Brownian motion and the counting process martingale associated to the one-jump process. We discuss
in this framework the minimal entropy martingale measure as well as the linear Esscher and the minimal
martingale measure. In particular we deal with some rather delicate verification issues.
c⃝ 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
We consider defaultable assets, i.e. financial shares whose price process S can exhibit a
sudden jump to a small value or even zero. This can be due to the firm defaulting, or due to
the impact of some major negative news event. Claims on defaultable assets typically cannot
be priced by replication with the underlying asset alone, since one has not only to take the
usual market fluctuations but also the default risk into account. The prices of such claims are
given as the expectation under some martingale measure, i.e. a probability measure Q such
that S is a (local) Q-martingale. The market under consideration is incomplete, and there exist
multiple martingale measures for the defaultable asset. Regardless of whether it is possible to
find a ‘market martingale measure’ via calibration to observed prices of standard claims like
vanilla options, one approach is to choose an optimal martingale measure according to a certain
criterion. This measure can then be linked to the agent’s risk preference and employed in the
associated valuation and hedging approach. Moreover, by comparing its characteristics to those
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of the market martingale measure, it can be checked whether the latter fits into this preference
structure.
Firstly, we discuss the minimal entropy martingale measure which is linked to exponential
utility indifference pricing (see Delbaen et al. [4]) in our framework. For exponential Le´vy-
processes, the entropy measure coincides with the linear Esscher measure which follows by
Theorem 8 of Hubalek and Sgarra [7]. However, this is not the case in our asset model where the
price process is driven by both a Brownian motion as well as the counting process martingale
associated to the one-jump process. We show that the entropy measure can be calculated via the
solution of a partial differential equation where the coefficient is given implicitly by an algebraic
equation.
While the problem of obtaining the entropy measure in this setting has been studied
before, it could not be resolved as yet because of verification issues. These fall broadly into
two classes. Firstly, Lukas [10], see in particular the proof of his Proposition 4.5, proposes
an optimal control approach where the entropy minimizer is only obtained within a small
subclass of martingale measures under a Markovian assumption; moreover, the smoothness of
a value function associated with a Bellman equation had to be assumed. Secondly, Bielecki
and Jeanblanc [1] minimize the relative entropy of a generic martingale measure by assuming
that a certain local martingale is a true martingale (ibid. p. 227 l.16); this, however, is not
verifiable. We follow a different path and show that the general method proposed by Grandits
and Rheinla¨nder [6] leads to a rigorous approach.
Another canonical choice in markets with ‘jumpy’ assets is the Esscher measure, see Kallsen
and Shiryaev [9]. Here we focus on the linear Esscher measure which, under general conditions,
minimizes the entropy-Hellinger distance; this observation has been made in Hubalek and
Sgarra [8, Remark 10], and is based on comparing Choulli and Stricker [3, Theorem 4.3], with
Kallsen and Shiryaev [9, Theorem 4.4]. The linear Esscher measure is stable with respect to
stopping by its definition; its density can easily be determined by setting the formal derivative of
the modified Laplace cumulant process to zero. We moreover consider the minimal martingale
measure studied in Schweizer [16] which for continuous processes coincides with the linear
Esscher measure, see Proposition 9.7 in Rheinla¨nder and Sexton [14]. However, as we shall see,
for defaultable assets the minimal measure typically does not exist. This is due to the fact that
the jump induced by the default event may render the density of the minimal measure negative.
The paper is structured as follows: the first section sets the stage for our discussion by
introducing the asset price model and the associated filtration. In the second and main section,
we derive the density process of the minimal entropy martingale measure. The Esscher measure
is then discussed in the third section. The Appendix contains an existence and uniqueness result
for the PDE instrumental in deriving the density of the minimal entropy measure.
2. Model setting
Let (Ω ,F , P) be a probability space. We fix a finite time horizon T , all stochastic processes
are defined on [0, T ]. There exists a random variable τ > 0 with P(τ > t) > 0 for any t > 0,
and we denote by Ht = Iτ≤t the one-jump process. (Ht ) is the filtration generated by H . We
assume that our probability space supports a Brownian motion W , and we denote its augmented
natural filtration by (Ft ). Let (Gt ) = (Ht )∨(Ft ). We assume the following martingale invariance
property: every (Ft )-martingale remains a martingale in the larger filtration (Gt ). In particular,
W is a martingale in (Gt ), and then by Le´vy’s characterization a Brownian motion. The survival
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probability process G associated to τ is supposed to fulfill
G t := P (τ > t |Ft ) = exp

−
 t
0
µs ds

,
where the hazard rate µ is assumed to be a positive deterministic function, bounded away from
zero. The counting process martingale M associated with the one-jump process H is given as
Mt = Ht −
 t
0
(1− Hs) µsds. (1)
We choose the savings account as numeraire and work therefore with a zero interest rate.
The model for the price process of the defaultable asset is adapted from Bielecki and
Jeanblanc [1, Section 6.4.3]. We assume that the asset price dynamics S under P is given by
dSt/St− = at dt + bt dWt + ct d Mt := d St . (2)
Here the deterministic functions a, b > ε and c ≥ −1 are assumed to be bounded, and are such
that a unique strong solution to (2) exists. We often suppress the time variable in the notation.
Hence S is the stochastic exponential of S, and the Eq. (2) can be solved explicitly, yielding
St = exp t
0
as ds +
 t
0
bs dWs − 12
 t
0
b2s ds
 
0<s≤t
(1+ cs∆Hs) .
Typically the function c would assume values close to −1. In the case that cτ = −1, the asset
price at and after time τ equals zero which motivates to call τ a default time.
Our goal is now to calculate several optimal martingale measures for the stochastic logarithm
S =  dS/S−, i.e. probability measures Q such that S is a local Q-martingale. It then follows by
Protter [11, Theorem III.33] that the price process S =  S− d S is a local Q-martingale as well.
We assume the structure condition, see Protter and Shimbo [12]: The semi-martingale
decomposition of S can be written uniquely in the form
S = N +

λ d ⟨N ⟩ (3)
for a local martingale N and a predictable process λ (here ⟨N ⟩ denotes the predictable
compensator of the quadratic variation process [N ]), and such that
KT :=
 T
0
λ2t d ⟨N ⟩t =
 T
0
a2t
b2t + µt c2t
dt <∞.
In particular, S is a special semi-martingale. In our concrete market model (2), it is readily
computed that
d N = b dW + c d M, λ = a
b2 + µc2 .
Moreover, we have
λ d N =

a
b2 + µc2 · (b dW + c d M) ,
λ∆N = −λc∆M.
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A common choice of martingale measure is the minimal martingale measure, we refer to
Schweizer [16] as the standard source. This equivalent martingale measure, commonly referred
to as P , is characterized by the property that P-martingales strongly orthogonal to N under
P remain martingales under P . According to [16], its density is given by the Dole´ans–Dade
stochastic exponential
E

−

λ d N

T
= exp

−
 T
0
λt bt dWt − 12
 T
0
λ2t b
2
t dt
 
0<t≤T
(1− λt ct ∆Mt ) .
As there is one single jump of M with jump size one, the density of the minimal martingale
measure gets negative with non-zero probability in case a jump occurs at τ ≤ T and
P (λτ cτ > 1) > 0. Therefore, P is in general a signed measure, which leads to an obvious
financial paradox: if one assigns to a claim H a price by taking the expectation under P , the claim
represented by the indicator function of a set which is charged by P with a negative value has a
negative price although it has a non-negative payoff. We conclude that the minimal martingale
measure is not a good choice in our situation.
3. Minimal entropy martingale measure
We now turn to the minimal entropy martingale measure QE (entropy measure in short) for the
stochastic logarithm S of the price process. It has minimal relative entropy among all martingale
measures. Here the relative entropy H (Q, P) of a probability measure Q with respect to a
probability measure P is given as
H (Q, P) =
EP

d Q
d P
log
d Q
d P

if Q ≪ P
+∞ otherwise
.
The entropy measure QE is known to exist uniquely and is equivalent to P if there is an
equivalent martingale measure with finite relative entropy, see Frittelli [5]. Its density can always
be written in the form
d QE
d P
= exp

cE +
 T
0
φt d St

(4)
for a constant cE and some predictable process φ such that

φ d S is a QE -martingale.
In general, a martingale measure Q for S has a density of the form (with N from the canonical
decomposition (3))
d Q
d P
= E

−

λ d N + L

T
, (5)
where L , L0 = 0, is a local martingale strongly orthogonal to N (hence [N , L] is a local
martingale), see Steiger [17, Lemma 3.2.1]. We will determine the entropy measure by comparing
these two expressions which will lead us to the so-called optimal martingale measure equation.
Since L is a local martingale, by Kusuoka’s martingale representation theorem, see Bielecki
and Rutkowski [2, Proposition 5.2.2], we may write
L =

bLdW +

cLd M
for some predictable processes bL , cL . We moreover let for the sake of clarity bS := b, cS := c.
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Proposition 1. Let Q ∼ P be a probability measure whose density process Z t := d Qd P
Gt is given
by the Dole´ans–Dade stochastic exponential process
Z = E

−

λ d N + L

(6)
where L and [N , L] are local P-martingales. Define µQ := (1 + cL − λcS) > 0. Then the
following processes: 1. Wt := Wt −  t0 (bLu − λubSu ) du, 2. Mt = Ht −  t0 µQu (1− Hu) du are
local Q-martingales.
Proof. The statement follows from the predictable version of Girsanov’s theorem. 
Proposition 2. The density process Z as in Proposition 1 can be written as
Z = exp

(bL − λbS) dW −

(cL − λcS)µ (1− H) dt
− 1
2

(bL − λbS)2dt +

log(1+ cL − λcS) d H

. (7)
Proof. Let U = −  λd N + L , hence
U =

(bL − λbS)dW +

(cL − λcS)d M.
As the stochastic exponential has the form
E(U )t = exp

Ut − 12 ⟨U,U ⟩
c
t

s≤t
(1+∆Us) exp(−∆Us),
and ∆U = (cL − λcS)∆H , inserting the appropriate quantities yields (7). 
Our approach now is to find L via bL and cL such that the corresponding candidate martingale
measure, denoted Q∗, is of the form (4). To verify that Q∗ is indeed the entropy minimizer, we
will proceed in three steps, see Grandits and Rheinla¨nder [6, Proposition 3.2]:
1. Show that Q∗ is an equivalent martingale measure;
2. H(Q∗, P) <∞;
3.

φ d S is a true Q-martingale for all Q ∈Me with finite relative entropy.
Our starting point is the following
Proposition 3. The process φ and the constant cE satisfy the optimal martingale measure
equation:
cE +
 T
0
1
2
(bLt − λt bSt )2 dt +
 T
0
φtλt (b
S
t )
2 dt +
 T
0
φtλt (c
S
t )
2µt dt
+
 T
0
(cLt − λt cSt − φt cSt )µt (1− Ht ) dt
=
 T
0
(bLt − λt bS − φt bSt ) dWt +
 T
0
(log(1+ cLt − λt cSt )− φt cSt ) d Ht ,
where bL and cL have to be chosen such that
bSbL + cScLµ (1− H) = 0. (8)
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Proof. We have
[N , L] =

bSbL dt +

cScL d H, (9)
hence get for the predictable bracket process
⟨N , L⟩ =

bSbL dt +

cScLµ (1− H) dt.
Moreover, ⟨N , L⟩ = 0 because [N , L] is a local martingale. We therefore get (8). Putting together
(2), (4) and (7) yields the result. 
The optimal martingale measure equation is an equation between random variables, and need
not be satisfied prior to T . While it might be difficult to identify all solutions to the optimal
martingale measure equation, it suffices for our purposes to find just one solution

cE , φ, bL , cL

such that the verification procedure as outlined above can be carried out, given the uniqueness of
the entropy measure.
In the following notation, {0, 1} is equipped with the discrete topology, and [0, T ] × {0, 1}
with the product topology.
Notation 4. 1. The space Cb consists of continuous bounded functions u : [0, T ] × {0, 1} → R.
2. For any u ∈ Cb, ut := u(t, ·) : {0, 1} → R.
3. For any u ∈ Cb, ∆ut := u (t, Ht )− u (t, Ht−).
We work with the ansatz (which will be justified later on) that there exists a smooth function
u ≡ u(t, h) (where t ∈ [0, T ] and h ∈ {0, 1}) such that
log

1+ cLt − λt cSt

− φt cSt = ∆ut , (10)
u (T, h) = 0, h ∈ {0, 1} ,
and write for τ ≤ T
log

1+ cLτ − λτ cSτ

− φτ cSτ = u (τ, 1)− u (τ, 0)
= −{u(T, 1)− u (τ, 1)+ u (τ, 0)− u (0, 0)} − u (0, 0)
= −
 T
0
∂
∂t
u (t, Ht ) dt − u (0, 0) ,
and for τ > T
u (0, 0) = −
 T
0
∂
∂t
u (t, 0) dt.
With this ansatz we can then rewrite the optimal martingale measure equation as
cE + u(0, 0) =
 T
0

∂
∂t
u(t, Ht )+ 12 (b
L
t − λt bSt )2
+φtλt (bSt )2 +

cLt − λt − φt cSt + λtφt

cSt
2
µt (1− Ht )

dt
+
 T
0
(bLt − (λt + φt )bSt ) dWt . (11)
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To ensure that the r.h.s. of Eq. (11) is non-stochastic, one possible avenue is to choose
∂
∂t
u(·, H)+ 1
2
(bL − λbS)2 + λφ(bS)2
+

cL − λcS − φcS + λφ

cS
2
µ (1− H) = 0, (12)
as well as
bL = bS(λ+ φ). (13)
Inserting the orthogonality equation (8) into (13) yields
φ = −λ− c
LcSµ (1− H)
bS
2 . (14)
We also get from our ansatz (10) that
cL = exp(∆u + φcS)+ λcS − 1. (15)
Note that φt , bLt and c
L
t are functions of ut . We introduce
gh(·, u) := 1
2
(bL − λbS)2 + λφ

bS
2 + cL − λcS − φcS + λφ cS2µ (1− h) (16)
and arrive by (12) at a system of two coupled partial differential equations for u of the form
∂
∂t
u(t, h)+ gh(t, ut ) = 0, (17)
u(T, h) = 0 for every h ∈ {0, 1}.
The proof of the next proposition follows very similar lines as in Corollary 3.4 of [15], so we
omit it.
Proposition 5. Let u ∈ Cb. Then u uniquely defines a function cL solving equation (15).
Furthermore cL , φ and bL are bounded.
Proposition 6. There exists a unique solutionu which solves (17).
Proof. See Appendix. 
We are now ready for the main result of the paper.
Theorem 7. The density process Z E associated with QE defined by
Z Et =
d QE
d P
Gt = E

−

0

λubu − bLu

dWu +

0+

λuc
S
u − cLu

d Mu

t
is the density process of the minimal entropy martingale measure.
Proof. For the verification, we follow the setup as explained above.
Step 1: QE is an equivalent martingale measure. We will use the criterion of Protter and
Shimbo [12] as in Proposition 11. Define the local martingale V by
Vt = −
 t
0

λub
S
u − bLu

dWu −
 t
0+

λuc
S
u − cLu

d Mu .
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We calculate
1
2
⟨V, V ⟩cT + ⟨V, V ⟩dT =
1
2
 T
0

λub
S
u − bLu
2
du +
 T
0

λuc
S
u − cLu

2µu (1− Hu) du
≤ const.
It follows that E

exp

1
2 ⟨V, V ⟩cT + ⟨V, V ⟩dT

< ∞ since all coefficients are bounded, hence
QE is an equivalent probability measure. By Corollary 3.2.2 of Steiger [17], QE is a martingale
measure.
Step 2: We want to show H(QE , P) <∞. We have that
H

QE , P

= EQE

cE +
 T
0
φt d St

= EQE

cE +
 T
0
φt

at dt + bSt dWt + cSt d Mt

.
Our aim is to show that
EQE
 T
0
φt d St

= 0
since this implies H

QE , P
 = cE , which is finite by the previous step. Recall the local
QE -martingales

bS d W and  cS d M from Proposition 1, here with Q = QE . In fact, they
are square integrable QE -martingales since their quadratic variations are QE -integrable. This
follows from
EP

cSd M,  cSd M
T
= EP
 T
0

cSt
2
d Ht

= EP
 T
0

cSt
2
µ
QE
t (1− Ht ) dt

≤ EP
 T
0

cSt
2
µ
QE
t dt

<∞
since cS, µ and λcS − cL + 1 are bounded. The dynamics of S under QE can then be written as
QE : d S = bS d W + cS d M
since we have
a − bS

λbS − bL

+ cS

λcS − cL

µ (1− H)
= λ

bS
2 + cS2 µ (1− H)− bS λbS − bL+ cS λcS − cLµ (1− H)
= bSbL + cScLµ (1− H)
= 0,
where the last line follows from the orthogonality condition (8).
Step 3: We finally have to show that

φ d S is a true QE -martingale. This follows, according to
Rheinla¨nder [13, Proposition 3.2], if we can find some β > 0 such that
EP

exp

β
 T
0
φ2t d[S]t

<∞.
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By the boundedness of φ, bS, cS , here β = 1 does the job, since one gets
EP

exp
 T
0
φ2t d[S]t

≤ const. EP

exp
 T
0

bSt
2
dt +
 T
0

cSt
2
d Ht

< ∞. 
4. Esscher martingale measure
An approach for finding a pricing measure having its roots in Actuarial Science is related to the
Esscher martingale measure. Let us recall some basic definitions from Kallsen and Shiryaev [9]
which is the fundamental reference for this section.
If X is a semi-martingale, then L(X) denotes the set of predictable X -integrable processes.
Recall that a semi-martingale X is called special if it can be written as X = X0 + M + A for
some local martingale M and some predictable process A of finite variation, null at 0.
Definition 8. Let X be a semi-martingale. X is called exponentially special if exp(X − X0) is a
special semi-martingale. A predictable process A is called the exponential compensator of X if
exp(X − X0 − A) is a local martingale. Let ϑ ∈ L(X) such that

ϑ d X is exponentially special.
The modified Laplace cumulant K X (ϑ) is defined to be the exponential compensator of

ϑ d X .
We consider the stochastic logarithm S of our price process as defined before,
St :=
 t
0
as ds +
 t
0
bs dWs +
 t
0
cs d Ms .
Note that the filtration (Gt ) is quasi-left continuous, since the compensator of the one-jump
process H is continuous.
Lemma 9. Let ϑ ∈ L(X) be such that  ϑ d S is exponentially special. The modified Laplace
cumulant process of S in ϑ is given by
K S(ϑ)t =
 t
0
κ S(ϑ)s ds,
where
κ S(ϑ)t = (at − µt ) ϑt + 12b2t ϑ2t + (ectϑt − 1)µt . (18)
Proof. This follows from Kallsen and Shiryaev [9, Theorem 2.18]. 
The derivative DK S(ϑ) =  Dκ S(ϑ) µ dt in the sense of Definition 2.22 of Kallsen and
Shiryaev [9] is given by
Dκ S(ϑ) = a − µ+ b2ϑ + cµeϑc.
Suppose now that there is a solution ϑ♯ to the equation
DK S(ϑ) = 0. (19)
In the case when
G♯t := exp
 t
0+
ϑ♯s d Ss − K S(ϑ♯)t

(20)
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is a martingale, then we can define a probability measure Q♯ by
d Q♯
d P
= exp
 T
0+
ϑ
♯
t d St − K S(ϑ♯)T

. (21)
It follows from Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 of Kallsen and Shiryaev [9] that the density in (20) defines
a unique equivalent martingale measure Q♯ for S, called the Esscher martingale measure for the
linear process S.
Lemma 10. Define
f (ϑ) = µ− a, g (ϑ) = b2ϑ + cµeϑc.
Then there exists a unique bounded function ϑ♯ : [0, T ] → R solving f (ϑ♯t ) = g(ϑ♯t ) for all
t ∈ [0, T ], and hence Eq. (19).
Proof. Note that g is continuous and increasing since g′ (ϑ) = b2 + c2µeϑc > 0 since b, µ are
strictly positive. Also observe that g (∞) = ∞, g (−∞) = −∞, no matter whether c ≥ 0 or
c < 0. Moreover, f is bounded since µ and a are bounded. Hence we conclude by the mean
value theorem that there exists for all t ∈ [0, T ] a number ϑ♯t such that f (ϑ♯t ) = g(ϑ♯t ). In fact,
g−1(inf f ) ≤ ϑ♯ ≤ g−1(sup f ) where g−1 is the inverse function of g, hence t → ϑ♯t is a
bounded function on [0, T ]. 
We now turn our attention to proving that the process G♯ is a martingale. For this we will need
the following criterion due to Protter and Shimbo [12, Theorem 9].
Proposition 11. Let M be a locally square integrable martingale such that ∆M > −1. If
E

e
1
2

M
c
,M
c

T
+

M
d
,M
d

T

<∞,
where M
c
and M
d
are the continuous and purely discontinuous martingale parts of M, then
E M is a strictly positive martingale on [0, T ].
Lemma 12. Let
G♯ = E N ♯
with
N ♯ =

bϑ♯dW +
 
eϑ
♯(ec−1) − 1

d M.
Then G♯ is a martingale.
Proof. We have that
1
2

N ♯, N ♯
c
T +

N ♯, N ♯
d
T =
1
2
 T
0
b2s (ϑ
♯
s )
2ds +
 T
0

eϑ
♯
s (ecs−1) − 1
2
µs ds
is bounded by our assumptions on the coefficients. Hence the assertion follows from Proposi-
tion 11. 
Having the existence of solutions verified and the martingale property ensured, we are now
ready to state the result about the Esscher measure density.
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Theorem 13. Under the conditions on the coefficients as stated,
d Q♯
d P
= E
 ·
0
ϑ♯s bsdWs +
 ·
0+

eϑ
♯
s (ecs−1) − 1

d Ms

T
(22)
defines a probability measure Q♯ ∼ P on FT , called the Esscher martingale measure for S.
Moreover, under Q♯, we have that
W Q
♯
t := Wt −
 t
0
ϑ♯s bsds
is a Q♯-Brownian motion, and the compensator of H under Q♯ is given by t
0
eϑ
♯
s (ecs−1)µs (1− Hs) ds.
Proof. All that is left is to apply Theorem 4.4 in Kallsen and Shiryaev [9] to conclude that the
density in (22) defines an equivalent local martingale measure for E(S). Moreover, by Lemma 12,
G♯ is a proper martingale and thus defines a density process. The dynamics under Q♯ follows
from Girsanov’s theorem, see Theorem III.40 in Protter [11]. 
5. Conclusion
Which optimal martingale measure should one choose? As we have seen, the minimal
martingale measure typically does not exist in our framework. As the linear Esscher measure
(alias minimal entropy-Hellinger measure) is stable with respect to stopping, and moreover
easy to compute, it seems to be the canonical choice in case the claim under consideration has
payments at the time of default. On the other hand, the minimal entropy martingale measure
could be the measure of choice if the claim’s payment is contingent on whether default has
occurred or not at a fixed maturity. Moreover, the integrand φ in the density representation (4)
of the entropy measure gives the optimal strategy maximizing expected exponential utility from
terminal wealth, see Delbaen et al. [4]. We note, however, that in contrast to the exponential Le´vy
case (where both measures coincide), the entropy measure is rather more difficult to compute than
the linear Esscher measure.
Appendix
Here we prove Proposition 6. We will proceed in several steps.
Lemma 14. Let us consider the differential equation with terminal condition,
∂
∂t
u(t, h)+ gh(t, ut ) = 0, (23)
u (T, h) = 0, (24)
for every h ∈ {0, 1}. We assume that g is a Lipschitz-continuous function in the second argument,
uniformly in t, i.e. there exists a finite constant c such that for all t ∈ [0, T ], u, v ∈ Cb, h ∈ {0, 1},
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|gh(t, ut )− gh(t, vt )| ≤ c|ut − vt |. (25)
Then there exists a unique solutionu ∈ Cb which solves the boundary problem (23) and (24).
Proof. We write (23) and (24) in integral form as
u(t, h) =
 T
t
gh(s, us)ds.
Define the operator Φ : Cb → Cb as follows:
Φ[u](t, h) :=
 T
t
gh(s, us)ds for every h ∈ {0, 1} .
Then the above equation reads Φ[u] = u and any solution to this equation must be a fixed point
of Φ. Let us consider for any L > 0 the weighted norm
∥u∥L := sup
(t,h)∈[0,T ]×{0,1}
e−L(T−t)|u(t, h)|
which is equivalent to the supremum-norm ∥u∥∞ .Due to the Lipschitz condition (25), we obtain
for u, v ∈ Cb
e−L(T−t)|Φ[u](t, h)− Φ[v](t, h)|
= e−L(T−t)
 T
t
(gh(s, us)− gh(s, vs))ds

≤ e−L(T−t)
 T
t
|gh(s, us)− gh(s, vs)|e−L(T−s)eL(T−s)ds
≤ e−L(T−t)c∥u − v∥L
 T
t
eL(T−s)ds
≤ c
L
∥u − v∥L .
Thus, in case L > c,Φ is a contraction on the normed space (Cb, ∥ · ∥) with contraction constant
c/L . Therefore there exists a unique fixed pointu ∈ Cb which satisfies (23) and (24). 
However, the function g defined in Eq. (16) is in general not Lipschitz continuous. In the
following we will work on several aspects so that Lemma 14 can be invoked. To ease the notation,
we will drop the index h from now on.
Step 1: Local Lipschitz continuity of g. First note that the defining equation (16) for g can be
re-written as
g(t, ut ) = 12

cSt µt (1− Ht ) cL(t, ut )
bSt
2
− (λt bSt )2

(26)
+

cL(t, ut )− (λt cSt )2µt (1− Ht )
+

cSt µt (1− Ht )− µt (1− Ht )λt cSt 2
bSt
2

cSt µt c
L(t, ut ) (1− Ht ) . (27)
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Lemma 15. For u, v ∈ Cb, there is a constant K ∗∗ such that
|g(t, ut )− g(t, vt )| ≤ K ∗∗|cL(t, ut )− cL(t, vt )|.
Proof. It follows from Eq. (26) and noting |1− Ht | ≤ 1 that
|g(t, ut )− g(t, vt )| ≤ 12

cSt µt
bSt
2
|(cL(t, ut ))2 − (cL(t, vt ))2|
+µt |cL(t, ut )− cL(t, vt )|
+
cSt µt (cSt µt − µtλt

cSt
2
)
bSt
2
 |cL(t, ut )− cL(t, vt )|.
By the elementary identity x2 − y2 ≤ 2 max(|x |, |y|)|x − y|, we obtain
|g(t, ut )− g(t, vt )| ≤ K ∗∗|cL(t, ut )− cL(t, vt )|
for some K ∗∗ due to the boundedness of cS and µ, as well as bS > ε. 
Lemma 16 (Local Lipschitz-continuity of g). For (t, h) ∈ [0, T ] × {0, 1} fixed, cL(t, ut ) is
locally Lipschitz-continuous with respect to the second argument, uniformly with respect to
t ∈ [0, T ].
Proof. We want to show that for any K > 0, there exists a constant L K such that for fixed
(t, h) ∈ [0, T ] × {0, 1} we have
|cL(t, ut )− cL(t, vt )| ≤ L K |ut − vt | (28)
such that ∥u − v∥∞ ≤ K2 for all u, v ∈ Cb. For this purpose we consider ut = vt + zθt so that
ut − vt = zθt where θ ∈ Cb with ∥θ∥∞ = K2 and z ∈ [0, 1]. Our goal now is to show that there
is a constant K2 such that for all z ∈ [0, 1]
|cL(t, vt + zθt )− cL(t, vt )| ≤ K2|zθt | ≤ K2∥zθ∥∞. (29)
Recall that cL(t, ut ) = exp(∆ut + φt cSt )+λt cSt − 1 so that
|cL(t, vt + zθt )− cL(t, vt )| =
eφt cSt e∆vt+z∆θt − e∆vt
≤

e
φt cSt +∆vt ez∆θt − 1z∆θt z∆θt

≤ K ∗∥z∆θ∥∞ ≤ 2K ∗∥zθ∥∞
for some constant K ∗ due to the boundedness of φ, cS, v, θ . 
Corollary 17. g(t, ut ) is locally Lipschitz-continuous in ut .
Step 2: Passing from local to global Lipschitz via a truncation function. Define a truncation
function κ : [0, T ] × R → R+ such that
κ(t, x) = max(min(C(T − t), x),−C(T − t))
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for some constant C > 0. We let
g(t, ut ) := g(t, κ(t, ut )).
Note that κ takes values in a compact interval [−C(T − t),C(T − t)] and g is defined on
a compact set. Hence we conclude that local Lipschitz continuity of g in ut passes to global
Lipschitz continuity ofg in ut .
Step 3: Conclusion. By Lemma 14, there exists a unique bounded solution u for (23) and (24)
withg instead of g. Moreoveru is the fixed point of Φ defined withg instead of g. We shall now
show that there exists a constant C such that ∀(t, h) ∈ [0, T ] × {0, 1},
|u(t, h)| ≤ (T − t)C.
To prove thatu(t, h) ≤ (T − t)C , we fix an arbitrary (t, h) ∈ [0, T ] × {0, 1}. Define the random
variable π as
π := inf{s ∈ [t, T ]|u(s, Hs) < (T − s)C} ∧ T .
Then u(s, Hs) ≥ (T − s)C for all s ∈ [t, π) and u(π, Hπ ) ≤ (T − s)C . Since u(s, Hs) ≥
(T − s)C for all s ∈ [t, π) we get that ∆κ = 0 (∆κ := ∆u if κ = u or 0 otherwise) so that
cL(κ(s,us)) is bounded by some constant and that consequently ∀s ∈ [t, π),g(s,us) < C1 for
some C1. It results that
u(t, h) =  T
t
g(s,us)ds
=
 π
t
g(s,us)ds +  T
π
g(s,us)ds
=
 π
t
g(s,us)ds +u(π, Hπ )
≤ (π − t)C1 + (T − π)C.
One can then choose C ≥ C1 and we are done. Analogously, one can define
π := inf{s ∈ [t, T ]|u(s, Hs) > −(T − s)C} ∧ T
and proceed by the same lines to show thatg(s,us) > −C1. This gives us |u(t, h)| ≤ (T − t)C .
We then conclude that κ(t,u(t, h)) = u(t, h) and therefore g(t,ut ) = g(t,ut ). Hence u also
solves the system of differential equations (23) and (24) with g. This finishes the proof of
Proposition 6.
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